ABSTRACT

ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), which will soon take place end of 2015 is eagerly awaited by ASEAN member countries because of the presence of this, the ASEAN countries will freely in and out of other countries which are also members of ASEAN both goods and labor so that her chances will be more and more. However, with the holding of the AEC is then competition will be increasingly felt, the same amount of product and labor becomes more resilient and reliable main things that must be considered. Yet the establishment of uniform rules on competition in ASEAN will become a problem later because there are some countries that use civil law and some countries use common law there are even some states also that do not yet have rules on competition. Besides the competition institution also yet to be established so that if the AEC will take place no binding rules on competition and institutions that control their economic activity. So this thesis aimed to investigate how the settlement of disputes in the future and is there a institution who oversees competition in the AEC later.
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